NET+ PAG Meeting Minutes.

Aug 31, 2021

Present: Mark Henderson, Matt Riley, Kevin Morooney, Kitty Bridges, Virginia Evans, Cheryl Washington, Elaine Alejo, Sean O’Brien

Guests: Bob Flynn-Internet2, Tara Gyenis- Internet2,

Absent: Jack Suess, Loren Malm, Eric Hofer, Michelle Norin, Sean O’Brien

**Agenda:**

- Educause- who will be attending, possible meeting there
- Discussion on Campus move ins- soft return
  - What are things we should be considering or changing based upon this being the new normal.
  - Need help in managing the remote worker, managing against deliverables,
    - we need some staff on campus to support the students
- Review of New service intake (Tara Gyenis)
- Candidate services intake review: **PAG Overview New NET+ Services 082621.ppt**
  - Group discussion on Key characteristics and requirements, Is there an opportunity to do a higher level of valuation?
  - Help influence the flock- product space, integration, adoption of the tools
  - Offering any course in online fashion so these tools will be important.
- Discussions with other SPs- Hopin, Datadog, Crowdstrike, Kentik, Wasabi, Armorblox, Cloudtamer, Keeper, Elastic, Qualtrics, Atlassian
- Continued IPS Portfolio Update (Bob Flynn)
  - Overview: **NET+ Infrastructure & Platform Services Portfolio Update**

Next Meeting: Nov. 30, 2021